USE UR FOG FOGGING SYSTEM
& Get 24x7 and 365 days 100% protection for Bank Cash
Counter and save Human Lives from Robbery and Burglary.
It protect by making area visibility to Zero within 3 seconds which makes
intruders see and hence can't target cash and human forcing them to flee
empty handed.

This is a new age innovative anti-heist & burglary prevention
Technology Solution for Bank Cash Counter. Accepted
Worldwide, it is Non-Violent, Non-Toxic & Strictly complies
with International Health Norms, Zero Residue.

In spite of considerable investments in both the
building infrastructure and the quality of electronic
security and CCTV equipment that are used,
Bank Cash Counters remain a target due to the
presence of huge amount of cash, which is
highly attractive for criminals.

BANK CASH COUNTER
FOGGING SECURITY SYSTEM
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Made in Italy.
UR Fog is used to confront, deter and defuse any robbery
attempt at bank cash counter.
Legal and Safe.
Certified by European Regulation.
24x7 and 365 days Protection-UR Fog does not sleep.
Non-Violent- UR Fog does not raise the level of violence
already present. It confronts and defends without the use of
force.
Fog is certified as not dangerous for people and animals.
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Cannot be corrupted – UR Fog cannot by tampered.
Ongoing costs – The costs of UR Fog is quite reasonable, as
compared to other forms of security such as manned
guarding.
UR Fog can integrate with almost anything from a basic
panic button, to a highly sophisticated alarm management
system.
Leaves Zero Residue.
10 +years product shelf life, 1 year product warranty.
EU Safety, health and environment requirement.
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What Can't be Seen……. Can't be Stolen.
What Can't be Seen……. Can't be Targeted.

An alarm system can just inform you about a theft but not
prevent it. Burglars need less than 3 minutes to make a
crime, usually they know exactly where to go and what to
take, while the police need at least 30-45 minutes to
arrive. Only with fogging security systems you get
100% protection from the first seconds of crime.
Equipped with Alarm System (can also be added to
existing one); a Fogging Security System can stop a
burglary attempt (when bank is closed) in the following
ways:
0

1. Automatically detects any intruder 180 up to 12
Meters.
2. Automatically Raise an Alarm.
3. Automatically sends alert SMS and Calls to pre-set
Mobiles.
4. Automatically Generates a thick, impenetrable and
harmless smoke that make intruders see nothing by
making the visibility to Zero within 3 seconds.
5. “What can't be seen, can't be stolen” makes the
intruders flee with empty hand.
6. Ends the Crime before it starts.
In case of Robbery attempt (when bank is open), it is very
dangerous to use the traditional PANIC button fitted with
Alarm system. Robbers may fire selectively before fleeing
with huge amount cash, making loss of many precious
human lives. In this case, use of Fogging Security System
may be useful to save lives and cash counter.

Ÿ

Our equipment is really professional and has the
list of distinctive features that you can find below:

Ÿ

The machines provide the fastest and the densest
fog; the speed of emission and density of fog
cannot be compared with any other manufacturer.

Ÿ

Patented nozzle ant tamper and orientable
nozzle.

Ÿ

Very low and always stable power consumption
(starting from 37W).

Ÿ

Wide range of products for different volume
spaces and different customer needs.

Ÿ

All European and international certificates.

Ÿ

We are the most price aggressive in the market,
not only because of the price of equipment, but
also for tank is cheap and it does not need any
maintenance at all.

Ÿ

It can be also be activated manually by wrist
watch/panic button/mobile/remote giving wider
scope to successfully stop burglary and robbery
attempt.

Ÿ

Can be connected to any existent alarm system,
CCTV, panic button, bracelet, sensors and so on.

1. As soon as PANIC button is pressed, the area visibility
inside the premises will be zero within 3 seconds with
thick fog.
2. It make robbers unable to target any person or
valuables, compelling them to flee empty handed.
3. Panic button can be triggered through wrist watch
which is easier than traditional switch/remote button.
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